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Abstract We investigate the energy conversion and partition in the asymmetric reconnection diffusion
region using two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations and Magnetosphere Multiscale (MMS) mission
observations. Under an upstream condition with equal temperatures in the two inflow regions, the
simulation analysis indicates that the energy partition between ions and electrons depends on the distance
from the X-line. Within the central electron diffusion region (EDR), nearly all dissipated electromagnetic field
energies are converted to electrons. From the EDR to the ion diffusion region (IDR) scales, the rate of the
electron energy gain decreases to be lower than that of ions. A magnetopause reconnection event inside the
IDR observed by MMS shows comparable ion and electron energy gains, consistent with the simulation result
in the transition region from EDR to IDR. At the EDR scale, the electron energization is mainly by the
reconnection electric field (Er); in-plane electric fields (Exz) provide additional positive contributions near
the X-line and do negative work on electrons beyond the EDR. The guide field reduces the electron
energization by both Er and Exz in the EDR. For ion energization, Er and Exz have comparable contributions
near the time of the peak reconnection rate, while Exz dominants at later time. At the IDR scale, the guide field
causes asymmetry in the amount of the energy gain and energization mechanisms between two exhausts
but does not have significant effects on energy partition. Our study advances understanding of ion and
electron energization in asymmetric reconnect IDRs.

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is a process that converts the electromagnetic energy to the kinetic energy of
plasmas. One important question is how much of the input electromagnetic energy can be converted to
particles and how the energy is partitioned between different energy forms. Simulations suggested that
the outflowing enthalpy flux (representing the thermal energy gain) dominates over the bulk flow energy flux
during reconnection, for symmetric reconnection with zero guide field (Aunai et al., 2011a; Birn & Hesse, 2005;
Lu et al., 2013, 2018) and finite guide field (Birn & Hesse, 2010), and asymmetric reconnection with zero guide
field (Aunai et al., 2011a; Birn et al., 2010).

Recent studies distinguished the energy gain by ions and electrons and found that typically the dissipated
energy partitioned to ions is greater than that to electrons. Magnetopause observations in reconnection
far exhausts suggested that the ion thermal energy gain relative to the inflowing electromagnetic energy
is 33% (Phan et al., 2014), much larger than the electron thermal energy gain as of 4.3% (Phan et al., 2013).
In magnetotail observations by the Cluster spacecraft, statistically, the ion enthalpy flux is the dominant
outgoing energy flux, followed by comparable ion bulk flow flux and electron enthalpy flux (Eastwood
et al., 2013); in a few diffusion region crossing events close to the X-line, the electron enthalpy flux is
comparable to the ion enthalpy flux (Tyler et al., 2016). In a laboratory experiment for a region about two
ion inertial lengths (di) surrounding the X-line (within the ion diffusion region [IDR]), it was found that the
ion-to-electron energy gain ratio is about 2 for symmetric reconnection (Yamada et al., 2014) and reduced
to ~1.2 (31% for ions and 25% for electrons) for asymmetric reconnection (Yoo et al., 2017). A particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulation of symmetric reconnection shows that integrating over the entire simulation domain, the ion
and electron energy gains are 25 and 15% of the input field energies, respectively, with a ratio of ~1.6 (Li et al.,
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2015). These studies suggest a general trend that ions gain more energy than electrons during reconnection,
while the energy partition may depend on the distance from the X-line. In this study, we will analyze such
dependence.

During reconnection with a guide field, the Poynting flux from the guide field is considered to be largely
redirected from the inflow to the outflow directions without being transferred to kinetic energy fluxes of plas-
mas, for example, based on the magnetohydrodynamic (Birn & Hesse, 2010) and PIC simulation studies (Birn
& Hesse, 2010; Lu et al., 2013). A simulation study of relativistic pair plasma symmetric reconnection suggests
that as the guide field increases from 0 to 2 times of the reconnecting magnetic field, both the reconnection
rate and the energy conversion from field to plasma energies are reduced, due to decrease of the compres-
sibility (Werner & Uzdensky, 2017). For nonrelativistic proton-electron symmetric reconnection simulations,
as the guide field increases from zero to a strength comparable to the reconnecting magnetic field, the elec-
tron thermal energy gain is greater than the electron bulk flow energy gain, while the ratio between the two
decreases (Lu et al., 2013). With a guide field comparable to the reconnecting magnetic field, the perpendi-
cular electron heating tends to be suppressed (Shay et al., 2014). Consistent with the Shay et al. (2014) study,
Guo et al. (2017) found that the ratio between the electron parallel and perpendicular energies (for both flow
and thermal energies) increases with the increasing guide field strength from 0 to 3 times of the reconnecting
component. The guide field effect on the energy partition for proton-electron reconnection with asymmetric
upstream conditions has not been addressed. In this study, we will discuss this question using
PIC simulations.

An immediately relevant question to energy partition is how the energy is converted to energize particles.
When plasmas are mostly frozen-in, the particle motion is organized by the magnetic field, and the energy
conversionmay be discussed in terms of the relative importance of the electric fields parallel (E//) and perpen-
dicular (E⊥) to the magnetic field, which is typically used for discussing electron energization. For symmetric
reconnection with negligible guide field, PIC simulation studies showed that for electrons in the entire simu-
lation domain, E// and E⊥ are more important for energizing low- and high-energy populations, respectively
(Dahlin et al., 2014). Integrating over all energies, E⊥ dominates the electron energization, particularly through
Fermi-type acceleration due to the curvature drift (Dahlin et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016, 2017).
The large-scale E// helps trap electrons in the reconnection exhaust, enabling the electrons to experience con-
tinuous Fermi acceleration, and influences the energy partition between ions and electrons (Haggerty et al.,
2015). With increasing guide fields, E// becomes more important for electron energy gain, compared to the
Fermi mechanism (Dahlin et al., 2015, 2016; Wang et al., 2016, 2017), and the most efficient acceleration
occurs in the vicinity of the X-line (Fu et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2010).

In the diffusion region, where the particle motion cannot be described with the guiding center approxima-
tion, one instructional aspect to discuss about the energy conversion is the relative importance of the recon-
nection electric field (Er) and the in-plane electric field (Exz). For ions, both Er and Exz have been shown to
contribute to energization by magnetotail observations (e.g., Nagai et al., 2015). Laboratory experiments
(Yoo et al., 2014, 2017) and a simulation study (Liu et al., 2015) suggested that Exz is quantitatively more
important for the energization of protons. For electrons during symmetric reconnection, significant energiza-
tion occurs in the central diffusion region mainly contributed by Er (Shuster et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2014,
2016; Zenitani et al., 2011), while Exz does negative work inside the electron outflow jet (e.g., Karimabadi et al.,
2007). A recent PIC simulation study of asymmetric reconnection suggests the dominant role of Exz in ener-
gizing magnetosheath (high-density) electrons on the magnetospheric (low-density) side electron diffusion
region (EDR; Swisdak et al., 2018). Cassak et al. (2017) further showed that adding a guide field, Er gradually
becomes more important than Exz for the EDR electron energization. We will assess the contribution from Er
and Exz on electron and ion energization in the asymmetric reconnection diffusion region in this study to
obtain further understanding.

In this study, we will use PIC simulations to analyze the energy partition and conversion during asymmetric
reconnection in the diffusion region and show one example observation event from Magnetosphere
Multiscale (MMS) mission for the energy partition analysis. Section 2 will introduce the simulation and obser-
vation data we use and the basic equations for the energy partition analysis. The simulation results will be
shown in section 3. The observation results will be shown in section 4. Conclusions and further discussions
are in section 5.
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2. Simulation Data and Energy Conversion Formulation
2.1. Simulation Data

The two-dimensional (2-D) PIC simulations use the VPIC code (Bowers et al., 2008). The coordinate is defined
with x along the upstream reconnecting component of the magnetic field on the magnetospheric side, z is
normal to the current sheet pointing toward the magnetosphere, and y is out of the reconnection plane to
complete the right-handed orthogonal xyz coordinate. The simulation starts with an ion-scale Harris current
sheet with a sinusoidal perturbation in Bz. Profiles of the magnetic field, density, and temperature are set up
to maintain the pressure balance between the magnetospheric and the magnetosheath sides. Between the
magnetosheath and the magneospheric upstream, the ratio of Bx is 1/1.37, the density ratio is 8, and the tem-
perature ratio is 1. Other parameters are as follows: ratio of the upstream magnetosheath electron plasma
and cyclotron frequenciesωpe/ωce = 2, mass ratiomi/me = 100, and temperature ratio Ti/Te = 2. The simulation
domain has 75 × 25 di resolved by 3,072 × 2,048 cells, with an average of 6,000 particles per cell, where di is
the ion inertial length in the magnetosheath. The total energy in the simulations is well conserved, with an
increase within 0.1% throughout the simulation time of 80 ω�1

ci . The x direction has periodic boundary con-
ditions, and the z direction boundary condition is reflecting for particles and conducting for fields. In this
study, we present data from three simulation runs. One has zero guide field, and the other two have constant
guide fields (Bg) pointing along the positive y direction (same as the reconnection current direction) in the
entire domain. The guide field strengths are 0.2 and 1 times the reconnecting component of the magnetic
field in the upstream magnetosheath (B0).

The reconnection rate development of the three runs does not have significant differences, all rising to a peak
of ~0.11 to 0.13 VAB0 around 60ω�1

ci and going to a steady state with a slight decrease (not shown), where VA
is the ion Alfvén speed based on B0 and the magnetosheath density and ωci is the magnetosheath ion cyclo-
tron frequency. To study the guide field effect on energy conversion, we select the time steps for the three
runs with the same reconnection rate of 0.11 VAB0. For Bg = 0, 0.2, and 1, the selected time steps are 64,
78, and 62 ω�1

ci , respectively.

In the following discussions, all quantities are shown in normalized units. Lengths are in unit of di, magnetic
fields in B0, density in the magnetosheath value (n0), velocities in VA, electric fields in VAB0, temperature in
meVA

2, and time in ω�1
ci .

2.2. Observation Data

The observation data are fromMMS (Burch et al., 2015). Ion and electron measurements are from burst-mode
Fast Plasmas Investigation (FPI; Pollock et al., 2016), with the time resolution of 0.15 s for ions and 0.03 s for
electrons. Magnetic field data are from the burst-mode Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM; Russell et al., 2016)
with a resolution of 128 samples per second.

2.3. Energy Conversion Formulation

The energy conversion is governed by the Poynting theorem (Birn & Hesse, 2005):

∂
∂t

ε0E2

2
þ B2

2μ0

� �
þ ∇�S ¼ �J�E (1)

where S = E × B/μ0 is the Poynting flux. J � E represents the energy conversion rate from electromagnetic
fields to plasmas. The transport equation describes the plasmas energy gain in specific energy forms, which
for the two-fluid dynamics is written as (Yamada et al., 2016)

∂
∂t

ε0E2

2
þ B2

2μ0
þ ∑

s¼e;i
us þ ρs

2
V2
s

� �� �
þ ∇� Sþ ∑

s¼e;i
Ks þ Hs þ qsð Þ

� �
¼ 0 (2)

where us is the internal energy of species s defined as us = Tr(Ps)/2, Ps is the pressure tensor, ρs is the mass
density, Vs is the bulk speed, Ks = (ρs/2)V

2V is the flow energy flux, Hs = usVs + Ps � Vs is the enthalpy flux,
and qs is the heat flux vector (qs, j = (Qs, jjj + Qs, jkk + Qs, jmm)/3), where j, k, andm represent x, y, and z compo-
nents and the heat flux tensor is defined asQs = ∫ms(v�Vs)(v� Vs)(v� Vs)fd

3v. For a 2-D system, integrating
equation (2) over an arbitrary rectangular region with a length along x of D and a width along z of δ leads to
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∫xrxl Sz x; z1ð Þ � Sz x; z2ð Þð Þdx � ∫
z2

z1
∫
xr

xl

∂
∂t

ε0E2

2
þ B2

2μ0

� �
dxdz ¼

∫z2z1 Sx xr; zð Þ � Sx xl; zð Þð Þdz þ ΔUKi þ ΔUthi þ ΔUKe þ ΔUthe

þ ∫
z2

z1
∫
xr

xl
∇� qi þ qeð Þdxdz

(3)

where Gauss’ theorem is used to turn the volume integral into surface inte-
gral. The double-integral symbol hereafter represents the 2-D integral over
the selected region, the integral over x is taken at the inflow boundaries
between the x boundaries of the selected region (xl and xr; l and r repre-
sent the left and right boundaries, respectively, and xr = xl + D), and the
integral over z is taken at the outflow boundaries between the z bound-
aries of the selected region (z1 and z2, z2 = z1 + δ). Here Sz(x,z1) and Sz(x,
z2) represent the z component of the Poynting flux at the magnetosheath
and magnetospheric inflow boundaries, respectively (z = z1 and z = z2). As
discussed in Birn and Hesse (2010), the Poynting flux due to the guide field
is largely redirected without being converted to particle’s energy flux,
which is confirmed with our simulations. Thus, for the energy partition
analysis, we only include the contribution by the reconnecting component
of the magnetic field. Thus, we define Sin1 ¼ � ∫xrxl Ey x; z1ð ÞBx x; z1ð Þdx� 	

=μ0

D and Sin2 ¼ ∫xrxl Ey x; z2ð ÞBx x; z2ð Þdx� 	
=μ0D as the local inflowing Poynting

flux from the magnetosheath and magnetospheric sides, respectively,
both with positive signs for pointing into the selected region. Along
with the temporal change of the magnetic field energy inside the
selected region, we define the input field energy available for conver-

sion as Uin ¼ Sin1 þ Sin2ð ÞD� ∬ ∂
∂t

ε0E2

2 þ B2

2μ0

� �
dxdz.

Terms on the right-hand side of equation (3) represent how energies are repartitioned during reconnection.
The first term represents the outgoing magnetic field energy, where Sx (xl,z) and Sx (xr,z) are taken at the left
and right boundaries of the selected region, respectively. The change of the bulk flow energy is

ΔUKs ¼ ∫z2z1 Ksx xr; zð Þ � Ksx xl; zð Þð Þdz � ∫xrxl Ksz x; z1ð Þ � Ksz x; z2ð Þð Þdx þ ∬
∂
∂t

ρs
2
V2
s

� �
dxdz (4)

The change of the thermal energy is

ΔUths ¼ ∫z2z1 Hsx xr; zð Þ � Hsx xl; zð Þð Þdz � ∫xrxl Hsz x; z1ð Þ � Hsz x; z2ð Þð Þdx þ ∬
∂
∂t

usð Þdxdz (5)

The last term in equation (3) represents the change of the heat flux. The energy gain for species s is
ΔUs = ∬ Js � Edxdz = ΔUKs + ΔUths + ∬ ∇ � qsdxdz, where Ji = neVi and Je = � neVe, n is the number density,
e is the unit charge, and Vi(e) is the ion (electron) bulk velocity. The rate of the energy gain relative to the input
field energy is ∬Js � Edxdz/Uin, and the difference between ∬(Ji � E + Je � E)dxdz/Uin and unity represents the rate
of energy that is carried away by the outgoing Poynting flux.

3. Simulation Results
3.1. Energy Partition

Figure 1 illustrates the regions for the energy partition analysis. The profile of Je � E for Bg = 0 (Figure 1a), the
electron energy gain from the electric field per unit volume and per unit time, is most enhanced close to the
X-line ([x, z] = [0, 0]). The pair of purple curves marks the selected electron edges, that is, z boundaries of
meandering or exhaust electrons, which will be used as the z boundaries for the energy partition analysis.
At x = 0, the positive Je � E region extends to z = 0.4 di on the magnetospheric side, which is defined as
the electron edge close to the X-line (ze,X). In the EDR with weak guide field, demagnetized electrons perform
meandering motion across the current layer. We define the electron edge on the magnetosheath side so that
the z-distance from the X-line (zsh) is the same as that on the magnetospheric side, that is, |zsh| = |ze,X|. We

Figure 1. Illustration of regions for the energy partition analysis. Color-coded
quantities are (a) rate of electron energy gain from the electric field (Je � E)
and (b) normalized y component of the electric field in the ion rest frame
(E + Vi × B)y/Ey. The red box marks the boundaries of the electron diffusion
region (EDR) defined by enhanced Je � E, and the magenta box marks the
boundaries of the ion diffusion region (IDR) defined by enhanced (E + Vi × B)

y/Ey. The grey curves mark the magnetic separatrices. The pair of purple
(orange) curves marks z locations of electron (ion) edges. See text for more
details about the edge definition. The green box in (b) shows an example
region for the electron-edge analysis: The x range is between the X-line and a
variable x location x = x*, and the z range is between the electron edges at x*.
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have confirmed with electron distributions that the above defined boundaries based on Je � E well represent
the edges for meandering electrons in the EDR. As |x| increases, the exhaust region becomes broader in z. We
define that at a certain x, for each of the magnetospheric and magnetosheath side, the larger quantity of
|zspx| + 0.2 di and |ze,X| is selected as the electron edge, where |zspx| is the distance between the magnetic
separatrix on the same side and z = 0. Using |zspx| + 0.2 di instead of |zspx| is to ensure enclosing all electrons
in the exhaust, taking into account the finite gyroradius effect. For the energy partition analysis, we have con-
firmed that the conclusion is insensitive to the choice of the z boundary in the range of |zspx| to |zspx| + 0.3 di.
Along the x direction, the major Je � E > 0 region extends to x ~ 1.5 di before it switches to large negative
values for z > 0. The x locations of the Je � E sign reversal, together with their corresponding z locations of
electron edges, are defined as the boundaries of the EDR (marked by the red rectangular) in this study. We
note that close to the X-line, because the current is mainly carried by electrons, Je � E is almost identical to
J � E’ = J � (E + Ve × B), where the positive J � E’ has been shown to be a good indicator for the central EDR
with nonideal energy dissipation (Zenitani et al., 2011).

Figure 1b shows the profile of the y component of the nonideal electric field normalized by Ey ((E + Vi × B)y/Ey).
Large values with amplitudes greater than 0.5 mean that the nonideal component contributes more than
50% of Ey, indicating significant ion demagnetization (e.g., Aunai et al., 2011a). Regions with absolute values
lower than 0.5 are colored in white. At x = 0 on the magnetospheric side, (E + Vi × B)y/Ey drops to 0.5 at zi,
X= 2.7 di. Analogous to the electron edge definitions, z locations with themaximumbetween |zi,X| and |zspx| + 1
di are selected as the ion edges, marked as the orange pair of curves in Figure 1. The x locations where
(E + Vi × B)/Ey drops to 0.5, along with their corresponding z locations of the ion edges, are considered as
boundaries of the IDR (marked by magenta boxes) in this study.

For each simulation run, two sets of the energy partition analyses are performed, with z boundaries defined
by the electron and ion edges, respectively. For each set of the analysis, one x boundary is fixed at the X-line,
while the other boundary, at a downstream distance denoted by x*, is left as a parameter that we vary to
determine how the energy budget changes with downstream distance from the X-line. The green box in
Figure 1b shows an example region for the electron-edge analysis at x* = 5. When the guide field is finite,
the two sides of the exhausts are not symmetric. The sign of x* is defined to be positive in x > 0 where the
Hall magnetic field in the exhaust has the opposite sign with Bg. With the above definitions, ion and electron
edges for different runs are individually defined and do not have identical z values.

The energy partition analysis results as functions of x* and Bg are shown in Figure 2. Between electron edges,
at |x*| smaller than the end of the EDR (marked by diamonds on each curve), the energy deposition rate to
electrons (ΔUe/Uin) is large (Figure 2a). By the end of the EDR, ΔUe/Uin decreases from 70 to 90% for
Bg ≤ 0.2 to about 50% for Bg = 1. In contrast, the energy deposition rate to ions (ΔUi/Uin; Figure 2b) is small,
around �10 to 10% with a slight increase with Bg. As will be discussed in section 3.3, the electric field does
negative work to ions in the EDR mainly due to the deceleration by Ez for magnetosheath ions. We conclude
that at the EDR scale, electrons gain most of the converted electromagnetic energies; the fraction of input
electromagnetic energy that is converted to plasmas ((ΔUi + ΔUe)/Uin) decreases from Bg = 0 to Bg = 1.
Very close to the X-line, for example, within 1 di for Bg = 0, (ΔUi + ΔUe)/Uin is greater than unity. It is because
Uin is defined as the input electromagnetic energy only from the inflow boundary. Close to the X-line, the x
component of the Poynting flux contributed by Ez < 0 and Hall By near the current sheet midplane points
toward x = 0, a feature specific for asymmetric reconnection that is discussed in Swisdak et al. (2018).
According to the formulation, such inward Poynting flux contributes additional electromagnetic energy from
the outflow boundary to the EDR. Since the input electromagnetic energy Uin decreases with the decreasing
size of the analysis region, the energy partition normalized by Uin for small x* has large uncertainty. Therefore,
quantities normalized by Uin are only shown for |x*| > 0.5, where the integral of the two sides of equation (1)
are well balanced, with their difference within 5% of the input energy Uin.

The rate of the ion energy gain becomes greater than the rate of the electron energy gain at the IDR scale.
Figures 2c and 2d show the results of energy partition analysis between ion edges. The rate of the electron
energy gain (Figure 2c) decreases with increasing |x*|. Near the end of the IDR (marked by circles), ΔUe/Uin

averaged between the two exhausts approaches to roughly a constant of 20%, while with finite Bg, asymme-
try exists between the two sides (higher for x* > 0). ΔUi/Uin (Figure 2d) increases with increasing |x*|, which
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reaches about 30 to 60% by the end of the IDR and further increases downstream of the IDR. With the IDR
definition we use in the present study, the end of the IDR is closer to the X-line for Bg = 1 than for Bg = 0.
ΔUi/Uin is smaller at the |x*| of the IDR end, while ΔUi/Uin at the same |x*| locations does not differ much.
The finite guide field also creates an asymmetry in ΔUi/Uin between the two exhausts, higher at x* < 0
(opposite to the effect for electrons). We have also confirmed that Uin is almost independent of Bg, such
that the above-mentioned guide field effects also hold if we compare the energy gain without being
normalized by Uin.

Past studies have shown that during asymmetric reconnection with guide fields, the electron diamagnetic
drift close to the X-line leads to the motion of the X-line and asymmetries in the plasma flow, exhaust open-
ing angles, etc., between the two exhausts (e.g., Pritchett & Mozer, 2009; Swisdak et al., 2003). Here the asym-
metry between the two exhausts is revealed from the aspect of the ion and electron energy gains. We note
that the X-line motion in the simulation is negligible, and all presented results based on the quantities in the
simulation frame are essentially the same as the results in the X-line frame.

Close to the end of the EDR, the rate of the electron energy gain is smaller for the ion-edge analysis (Figure 2c)
than that for the electron-edge analysis (Figure 2a). The rate of the ion energy gain is larger for the ion-edge
analysis (Figure 2d) than that for the electron-edge analysis (Figure 2b) but is much smaller than the rate of
the electron energy gain in both analyses. In short, the smaller the region size is, the more dominant the rate

Figure 2. Energy partition in the simulation diffusion region as functions of distances of the outflow boundaries from the X-line (x*) and guide field strength (|Bg|).
(a and c) Energy deposition rate to electrons (). (b and d) Energy deposition rate to ions (ΔUe/Uin = ∬ Ji � Edxdz/Uin). Panels (a) and (b) are analyses with z ranges
between electron edges; panels (c) and (d) are analyses with z ranges between ion edges. Different colors represent different Bg: the black, blue, and red are for
Bg = 0, 0.2, and 1, respectively. Diamonds on curves mark the x locations of the end of the electron diffusion region (EDR), and circles mark the end of the ion diffusion
region (IDR). From EDR to IDR scales, the energy partition changes from ΔUe> ΔUi to ΔUe< ΔUi. With finite Bg, in the EDR, the electron energy gain is reduced; at the
IDR scale, the overall rates of ion and electron energy gains are not much affected but exhibit asymmetry between the two exhausts.
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of the electron energy gain is. From the EDR to the IDR scales, the energy
partition changes from ΔUe > ΔUi to ΔUe < ΔUi.

3.2. Electron Energy Conversion

In this section, we analyze which components of the electric fields contri-
bute to electron energization close to the EDR.

Figure 3 shows the integral of Je � E over the analysis regions using
electron edges as z boundaries for Bg = 0 and Bg = 1 (without normalizing
by Uin). Je � E is decomposed into the contribution by the reconnection
electric fieldWe, y = ∬ JeyEydxdz (solid curves) and by in-plane electric fields
We, xz = ∬ (JexEx + JezEz)dxdz ≡ ∬ Je, xz � Exzdxdz (dashed curves). For all guide
field cases (including Bg = 0.2 that is not shown), the major positive
contribution comes from Ey; in-plane electric fields have a small positive
contribution close to the X-line and a negative contribution at the larger
x locations. The electron energization in terms of the 2-D profiles of
Je � E in asymmetric reconnection simulations was discussed in previous
studies (e.g., Pritchett & Mozer, 2009; Swisdak et al., 2018; Cassak et al.,
2017). We will discuss the similarities and differences between the results
presented here and in these earlier studies in section 5.

With a guide field of 1,We,y has a decrease compared to the case with zero
guide field (Figure 3). The totalWe,y in the entire EDR (at the points marked
by diamonds) for Bg = 1 is 50% of that for Bg = 0. We,y integrated over the
same x range is also reduced from Bg = 0 to Bg = 1. Using the x range of the

EDR for Bg = 0 (|x*| ~ 1.5), the averageWe,y between two sides of the exhaust for Bg = 1 is 84% of that for Bg = 0.
Figures 4a and 4b show 2-D profiles of JeyEy for the two runs, and Figure 4e shows the 1-D cuts of JeyEy across
x = 0. The clearest change as adding a strong guide field is that the current layer, that is, the JeyEy enhanced
region, becomes narrower in z, which causes the decrease inWe,y. Qualitatively speaking, since the upstream
temperature is not negligible, the electron current layer thickness should be on the order of the electron ther-
mal gyroradius based on the average magnetic field strength in the current layer. The guide field makes the
magnetic field strength stronger in the current layer, and hence, the thickness becomes smaller than the
Bg = 0 case (Hesse et al., 2013). Since the Hall magnetic field in the exhaust is opposite to the guide field in
x* > 0 and is along the guide field direction in x* < 0, the increase of the magnetic field strength and the
decrease of the current layer thickness by the guide field are smaller in x*> 0 than in x*< 0. The asymmetries
of By and the current layer thickness between two sides of the exhausts likely cause asymmetry in We,y

between the two sides (x* < 0 and x* > 0; Figure 3).

For We,xz (dashed curves in Figure 3), the positive contribution close to the X-line is clearly decreased from
Bg = 0 to Bg = 1. Figures 4c and 4d show the profiles of Je, xz � Exz, and Figure 4f shows the 1-D cuts of
Je, xz � Exz across x = 0. Positive values occur close to the X-line; at x distances near the end of the central
EDR and further downstream, Je, xz � Exz becomes mostly negative.

Let us start with Bg = 0. As discussed in previous studies, the in-plane electric potential is set up due to the
decoupling between ions and electrons (e.g., Fujimoto, 2014). Overall, electrons are easier to be carried by
magnetic fields into the current sheet and accelerated away from the X-line toward downstream, such that
the Hall Ez points from the inflow toward the current sheet, and Ex points away from the X-line (e.g., Fu
et al., 2006; Fujimoto, 2014). Close to the X-line for asymmetric reconnection, the in-plane electric field
(dominant by Hall Ez < 0) is set up mainly to maintain the charge neutrality at the sharp pressure gradient
from the magnetosheath to the magnetosphere (e.g., Willis, 1971; Pritchett, 2008; Burch et al., 2016).
Consequently, a strong Je, xz � Exz > 0 region exists where Vez > 0: between the magnetospheric side
stagnation point (Vez = 0) and the z location slightly on the magnetosheath side of the X-line
(Figure 4c). The Je, xz � Exz < 0 region further on the magnetosheath side corresponds to where Ez > 0,
that is, the magnetosheath side counterpart of the Hall field. Further downstream than about the end
of the central EDR (marked by vertical dashed lines), electrons have large bulk velocities and leave ions

Figure 3. Electron energy gain decomposed into the work done by the
reconnection electric field Ey (∬JeyEydxdz, solid curves) and that by in-plane
electric fields (∬Je, xz � Exzdxdz, dashed curves) for Bg = 0 and Bg = 1. Electron
edges are used as z boundaries of integration regions. Colors represent |Bg|,
diamonds mark the end of the electron diffusion region (EDR), and circles
mark the end of the ion diffusion region (IDR). The positive electron energy
gain dominantly comes from Ey. In-plane electric fields have a finite positive
contribution close to the X-line, which is reduced at strong |Bg| = 1, com-
pared to |Bg| = 0.
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behind. The in-plane electric fields are to hold back electrons and allow ions to catch up. Therefore,
Je, xz � Exz is mostly negative.

With finite guide fields, the overall feature of Je, xz � Exz is the same: positive near the X-line and negative at
large distances from the X-line (Figure 4d). For Bg ≤ 0.2, the Je, xz � Exz does not change considerably (not
shown). For Bg = 1, the positive values of Je, xz � Exz are much smaller than those for Bg = 0. As shown in
Figure 4f, the peak value of Je, xz � Exz cut at x = 0 decreases by about 50% from 0.25 for Bg = 0 to 0.12 for
Bg = 1. In addition, the region with positive Je, xz � Exz becomes much smaller: the positive Je, xz � Exz region
is only on the magnetospheric side of the X-line, and its z extension of the positive Je, xz � Exz near x = 0 is
about 0.2 di, much smaller than the z extension of 0.4 di for Bg = 0.

Let us further discuss why with sufficiently large Bg the positive contribution of Je, xz � Exz close to the X-line is
reduced. At the X-line, the electron flow velocity is nonzero since the stagnation location is on the magneto-
spheric side. For in-plane electric fields, the nonideal component (E + Ve × B) is mainly due to in-plane ∇ � Pe,
where dPezz/dz is the dominant term (not shown). We can decompose the in-plane electric fields as
Ex~ByVez � BzVey and Ez~BxVey � ByVex � dPezz/dz/(ne). Thus,

Je;xz�Exz ¼ JexEx þ JezEzeneVey BzVex � BxVezð Þ þ VezdPezz=dz (6)

Close to the X-line where Bx and Bz are near zero, Je, xz � Exz is contributed by the last term VezdPezz/dz. For
Bg = 0, Pezz increases toward the magnetospheric side (dPezz/dz> 0) near the X-line before a further decrease
(dPezz/dz < 0) to the magnetospheric inflow region, as shown in Figure 4g in black, consistent with those
shown in previous studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2016, 2016; Shay et al., 2016). Electron distributions for Bg = 0
at the X-line and in the magnetosheath side inflow region are shown in Figures 5a and 5b to assist

Figure 4. (a and b) 2-D profiles of JeyEy for Bg = 0 and Bg = 1; (c and d) 2-D profiles of Je, xz � Exz for Bg = 0 and Bg = 1. The
solid white curves mark z locations of electron edges. (e–g) 1-D cuts of JeyEy, Je, xz � Exz, and dPezz/dz across x = 0 for Bg = 0
(black) and Bg = 1 (red). Adding a guide field, the electron current layer becomes narrower along z, which leads to a
decrease in the total energy conversion by Ey in the electron diffusion region. Je, xz � Exz provides a positive electron
energy gain near the X-line and does negative work on electrons around the end of the electron diffusion region (marked
by white dashed lines) and beyond. The positive contribution decreases with increasing guide field strength. The reduced
Je, xz � Exz is associated with the lack of positive dPezz/dz close to the X-line for Bg = 1 (g). See text for more details.
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understanding the Pezz structure. The increase of Pezz from the magnetosheath inflow region to the X-line is
associated with the electron oscillatory meandering motion (e.g., Chen et al., 2011, 2016). Electrons with
multiple bounces are accelerated by Ey > 0 during the meandering motion and thus appear with large
negative vy in the X-line distribution. When magnetosheath electrons move toward the magnetosphere,
they are accelerated by Ez < 0 that extends to z < 0. Therefore, electrons in the distributions close to the
X-line have considerable |vz|. Electrons moving toward the magnetosphere and toward the
magnetosheath together form counter streaming vz (middle and right panels of Figure 5a) that leads to
large Tezz(=Pezz/n). Simulation data show that the density does not change much from the inflow to the X-
line. Thus, the temperature enhancement leads to the Pezz increase from the magnetosheath inflow region
to the X-line vicinity. For the simulations with Bg = 0.2, we have confirmed that dPezz/dz is also positive

Bg=0

X-line

counter-streaming vz

6 d  below X-linee

Bg=1 no counter-streaming vz

X-line

1 d  below X-linee

yv zv zv(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Electron distributions leading to electron pressure spatial gradient structures near the X-line. Distributions are
taken at x = 0 from (a and b) Bg = 0 and (c and d) Bg = 1. Panels (a) and (c) are at the z locations of the X-line, while
panels (b) and (d) are from the magnetosheath side of the X-line representing distributions in the electron inflow region.
Three columns are for distributions in different velocity planes. The black lines in each panel indicate the magnetic field
direction in the corresponding velocity plane. For Bg = 0, electrons bouncing multiple times in the electron diffusion
region (with large negative vy) are accumulated to increase the density, and they form counterstreaming vz to increase
Tezz, both leading to a pressure increase compared to the inflow region. Such energized electrons with counterstreaming
vz and the pressure increase do not exist for Bg = 1.
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near the X-line along with the existence of additional electrons to the inflowing component. Therefore, in the
X-line vicinity, Je, xz � Exz~VezdPezz/dz is positive for weak Bg.

For Bg = 1, Pezz monotonically decreases from the magnetosheath to the magnetospheric side (dPezz/dz < 0;
red curve in Figure 4g). Thus, near the X-line, Je, xz � Exz~VezdPezz/dz is slightly negative for Bg = 1. The X-line
distribution (Figure 5c) for Bg = 1, although nongyrotropic as discussed in Hesse et al. (2016), only exhibits
acceleration toward vy < 0 along the Bg without showing electrons with much larger |vz| than those in inflow
distributions (Figure 5d). That is why Pezz does not increase from the magnetosheath inflow to the X-line and
is in fact slightly decreased.

On the magnetospheric side as z increases, dPezz/dz gradually becomes negative (for all Bg cases). dPezz/dz
reversal occurs before reaching the electron stagnation location (Vez = 0). Between the locations of
dPezz/dz reversal and Vez reversal, positive Je, xz � Exz comes from �neVeyBxVez (second term in equation (6))
with Vey < 0, Bx > 0, and Vez > 0. We observe reduced distances between the X-line and the stagnation loca-
tion, which causes the reduced extension of the positive Je, xz � Exz region, and hence the decrease of the net
positive contribution of Je, xz � Exz. The reduced distance between the X-line and the stagnation location was
also shown with simulations with Bg = 0.1–4 in a recent study (Cassak et al., 2017), supported by their theory
that this distance is proportional to the width of the diffusion region, which decreases with increasing Bg,
because it scales with particles’ thermal gyroradii.

3.3. Ion Energy Conversion in the Diffusion Region

The relative importance between in-plane and out-of-plane electric fields on ion energization is evaluated by
integrating Ji � E by components, where ion edges are used as z boundaries. Results for Bg = 0 and Bg = 1 are
shown in Figure 6. In each panel, solid curves are Wi, y = ∬ JiyEydxdz and dashed curves are Wi,

xz = ∬ (JixEx + JizEz)dxdz ≡ ∬ Ji, xz � Exzdxdz. For Bg = 0 (Figure 6a), we present the results at tωci = 64 with black
curves (same time used in other plots for Bg = 0), which represent the situation close to the time at the peak
reconnection rate (tωci = 56, not shown); in addition, the results at a later time tωci = 72 with a quasi-steady
steady reconnection rate are shown with blue curves. For both the earlier and the later time, at the x locations
around the EDR scale (x locations of the end of EDR are marked with diamonds), the energization by the
reconnection electric field dominates over that by the in-plane electric fields. The contribution by the in-
plane electric fields is in fact close to zero. The result at the IDR scale is time dependent: close to the time
of the peak reconnection rate, Wi,y and Wi,xz are comparable; at the later time, the energization by the in-
plane electric fields dominates. With Bg = 1 (Figure 6b), the most prominent feature is asymmetry between
the two exhausts: in x < 0 (Hall magnetic field along the guide field direction), the contribution by the in-
plane electric field dominates; in x > 0, the contribution by the reconnection electric field dominates.

Figure 6. Ion energy gain decomposed into the work done by the reconnection electric field Ey (∬JiyEydxdz, solid curves) and that by in-plane electric fields
(∬Ji, xz � Exzdxdz, dashed curves). (a) Bg = 0; the black and blue curves are taken from tωci = 64 and tωci = 72, respectively. At the electron diffusion region scale,
∬JiyEydxdz dominates. At the ion diffusion region scale, at earlier time (close to the time for the peak reconnection rate), ∬JiyEydxdz and ∬Ji, xz � Exzdxdz are com-
parable, while at later time, ∬Ji, xz � Exzdxdz dominates. (b) Bg = 1; ∬Ji, xz � Exzdxdz dominates at x* < 0, while ∬JiyEydxdz dominates at x* > 0 at all time.
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Figure 7 shows 2-D profiles of Ji � E, JiyEy, and Ji, xz � Exz for Bg = 0. Within the IDR (boundaries marked by blue
vertical lines), JiyEy is enhanced at large |z| locations away from the midplane, where the out-of-plane ion cur-
rent is carried by meandering ions accelerated by Ey with finite gyroradius effects. We note that JiyEy also has
significant enhancements close to the front of the outward propagating reconnection structure (~8–10 di
from the X-line), which is an important region for ion energization outside of the IDR, similar to the situation
during symmetric reconnection (e.g., Lu et al., 2016; Sitnov et al., 2009). In-plane electric fields do negative
work on ions around the central EDR where Ez < 0 and Viz > 0. This is the same region where electrons gain
energies from the in-plane electric fields (Figure 5). The role of Ez near the EDR in decelerating magne-
tosheath ions leading to negative JizEz was also shown in Pritchett (2008). The negative JizEz in the central
EDR is a specific feature of asymmetric reconnection, where the stagnation location of ions is biased to the
magnetospheric side of the X-line. At larger x distances from the X-line, Ji, xz � Exz provides positive contribu-
tions with larger values than JiyEy, with the largest values close to the separatrices. Consequently, at small x
locations, the positive ion energy gain mainly comes from Ey; at large x locations, in-plane electric fields
become more important. As reconnection develops, in-plane electric fields further develop with increasing
importance in energizing ions as shown in Figure 6a.

Figure 7. 2-D profiles of Ji � E, JiyEy, and Ji, xz � Exz for Bg = 0. The white solid curves mark the ion edges. The vertical
blue dashed lines mark the x locations of the end of the ion diffusion region. Ey provides positive energization for ions
at large z distances from the midplane. In-plane electron fields provide a negative contribution around the central electron
diffusion region and positive contributions with larger values than Ey at large x distances.
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The asymmetric ion energization for Bg = 1 between the exhausts to the left and right of the X-line can be
seen in 2-D Ji � E profiles (Figures 8a–8c). The asymmetric contribution by in-plane electric fields between
the two exhausts is mainly due to the asymmetry in the z component of flow and electric field patterns.
On top of the Ji, xz � Exz profile (Figure 8c), the in-plane ion flow and electric field vectors are marked by
the black and magenta arrows, respectively. Ez has opposite signs in the two exhausts (e.g., Hesse et al.,
2017; Pritchett & Mozer, 2009), which can be seen from the magenta arrows in Figure 8c. The bulk Viz is posi-
tive in both exhausts. Thus, JizEz is positive in x< 0 and negative in x> 0 for most of the exhaust region. Along
with the positive JixEx due to Vix and Ex away from the X-line, the integrated ion energy gain from in-plane
electric fields is positive for both sides of the X-line but is greater in x < 0 than in x > 0 (Figure 6b).

The Ji, xz � Exz pattern during asymmetric guide field reconnection has differences from that during symmetric
guide field reconnection, mainly because of the change in flow patterns. Previous studies about symmetric
guide field reconnection discussed that ions move across the magnetic field in the x-z plane, while electrons
mainly move along the magnetic field within the ion-electron decoupling region (e.g., Kleva et al., 1995). Due
to the acceleration by the parallel electric field, the net electron flow is toward z> 0 in x< 0 and toward z< 0
in x > 0. The ion bulk Vz is also positive in x < 0 and negative in x > 0 like electrons, to maintain the charge
neutrality (e.g., Kleva et al., 1995; Pritchett & Coroniti, 2004). Because of the decoupling between the ion and
electron motion, the charge neutrality is not perfectly maintained, which results in Ez with opposite signs in

Figure 8. (a–c) 2-D profiles of Ji � E, JiyEy, and Ji, xz � Exz for Bg = 1. Formats are the same as in Figure 7. The black and
magenta arrows in (c) show the in-plane ion flow and electric field vectors. The ion flow is toward z > 0 in both
exhausts, while Ez has opposite signs, leading to stronger Ji, xz � Exz in x < 0 than in x > 0. JiyEy is stronger in x > 0 than in
x< 0, understood with the bulk (d) Viy and (e) density asymmetries. The light blue curve in (d) is an example ion trajectory.
See texts for more details.
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the two sides of the exhaust (e.g., Pritchett & Coroniti, 2004), same as in asymmetric reconnection. The Ez in the
exhaust has the same sign with�VixBy (e.g., Drake et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2014; Øieroset et al., 2016), and the Hall
term also has a significant contribution (e.g., Fu et al., 2018).

To understand the asymmetric JiyEy between two exhausts for guide field reconnection, we need to consider
the ion flow along y, which is mostly parallel to the magnetic field. The ion flow outside of the diffusion
region is dominant by the mostly magnetized magnetosheath populations. The flow can be roughly
described as a field-aligned component pointing from the magnetosheath to the magnetospheric side,
superposed on the convection with the magnetic field. In the x > 0 exhaust, the field line points from the
magnetosheath to the magnetospheric side, and hence, the ion bulk velocity along the magnetic field is
positive (Vi// > 0). Since the guide field By > 0, the y component of Vi// is positive and is in the same direction
with the reconnection electric field. Therefore, ions are accelerated by the reconnection electric field along
the flow line. Similarly, in x < 0, Vi// and Viy are both negative. Ions that move from the magnetosheath
toward the magnetosphere are decelerated by Ey. Therefore, the bulk Viy (Figure 8d) and JiyEy are largely
positive in x > 0, while they are near-zero or slightly negative in the x < 0 exhaust.

Let us further discuss the asymmetric JiyEy inside the diffusion region (between blue dashed lines). In the IDR,
ions are demagnetized, so the description of a field-alignedmotion plus convection with themagnetic field is
not accurate. However, the flow pattern that the bulk Viy is more positive in x > 0 than in x < 0 is still true
(Figure 8d). In addition, the density is higher in x> 0 than in x< 0 (Figure 8e). Ey is mostly uniform throughout
the IDR (not shown). The larger density and larger Viy together lead to greater JiyEy in x> 0 than in x< 0. The
density and Viy asymmetry can be further understood with the ion motion under the effect of Ex. In the mag-
netosheath inflow region, Ex is positive (seen from the rightward magenta arrows in Figure 8c).
Magnetosheath ions that enter the x< 0 part of the diffusion region are moved toward the x> 0 side exhaust
by the positive Ex, unless they initially have very large negative vx. One example ion trajectory is shown with
the light blue curve in Figure 8d. As such ions move in the diffusion region toward the positive x direction,
they get accelerated by Ey. Consequently, the x> 0 side diffusion region contains more ions that have experi-
enced much acceleration by Ey than the x < 0 side, resulting in a larger density and Viy.

For the case with Bg = 1, the size of the IDR is reduced, as ions are more magnetized by the stronger magnetic
field than those in reconnection with Bg = 0. In x< 0, the end of IDR occurs at x~� 1.3 di. A magnetic island is
developed at x<�3 di (see the region with enhanced densities in x< 0 in Figure 8). We have a separate simu-
lation with the same guide field strength (the number of particles per cell is doubled), where a magnetic
island develops at a different location and the x< 0 side is an open exhaust. At the same reconnection phase,
the IDR size in the separate simulation is about 2 di in x< 0. We thus conclude that the reduced size of the IDR
is insensitive to the existence of an island but is the result of the finite guide field. We have also confirmed
that in the region outside of the magnetic island (�2 < x* < 0), the energy partition conclusions and energi-
zation features discussed in this study are the same as the results in the open exhaust of the other simulation.

3.4. Test of the Observation Analysis Methods for Estimating Ion and Electron Thermal Energy Gain

In section 2, we obtained the formula to calculate the thermal energy gain (equation (5)). Normalizing it by
the input magnetic energy Uin (defined in section 2) gives the rate of the field energy that is converted to
the thermal energy:

dUth;s ¼
∫z2z1 Hsx xr; zð Þ � Hsx xl; zð Þð Þdz � ∫xrxl Hsz x; z1ð Þ � Hsz x; z2ð Þð Þdx þ ∬ ∂

∂t usð Þdxdz
Sin1 þ Sin2ð ÞD� ∬ ∂

∂t
ε0E2

2 þ B2

2μ0

� �
dxdz

(7)

Equation (7) requires estimating the ∂/∂t terms and integrating over a certain region. In situ observations by
the spacecraft only provide measurements for limited data points along the spacecraft trajectory. Thus,
approximated formulas under certain assumptions are needed for applications to observation analysis. We
follow the same derivation procedure as in Shay et al. (2014) but extract intermediate formulas with different
amounts of assumptions. The formulas are for individual species, and we will drop the subscript s in variables.

At the magnetopause, typically the relative motion between the magnetopause and the spacecraft along the
z direction leads to a crossing of the reconnection structure. Assume that the spacecraft makes such a
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crossing along z at a fixed x location x = D/2. Let us analyze a region between xl = �D/2 and xr = D/2. When

the guide field is sufficiently weak, the two sides of the exhausts are symmetric. Therefore, ∫z2z1
Hx xr; zð Þ � Hx xl; zð Þð Þdz ¼ 2∫z2z1Hx D=2; zð Þdz ¼ 2δ < Hx >, where <Hx> represents the average Hx at x = D/2
over z1 to z2. To make the analysis trackable, the quantities at the inflow boundaries are taken to be
independent of x between x = �D/2 and x = D/2, such that the measurements of the inflow quantities at

x = D/2 represent those along the entire inflow boundaries. We thus have ∫xrxl Hz x; z1ð Þ � Hz x; z2ð Þð Þdx ¼ D
Hin1 þ Hin2ð Þ, where Hin1 = Hz(D/2, z1) and Hin2 = � Hz(D/2, z2). Consequently, equation (7) evolves to

dUth ¼
2δ < Hx > �D Hin1 þ Hin2ð Þ þ ∬ ∂

∂t usð Þdxdz
Sin1 þ Sin2ð ÞD� ∬ ∂

∂t
ε0E2

2 þ B2

2μ0

� �
dxdz

(8)

Next let us neglect ∂/∂t terms, which is valid within ~4 di from the X-line justified by our simulation analysis
(Figure 9). Thus, according to the continuity equation of the mass density ∂n/∂t + ∇ � (nV) = 0, the aspect ratio
is estimated as

D
δ
¼ 2 < nVx >

n1Vin1 þ n2Vin2
(9)

where n1, 2 are the number densities at the two inflow boundaries, and Vin1, 2 are inflow speeds. When the
pressure tensor at the inflow boundary can be approximated by an isotropic pressure, the inflowing enthalpy
flux becomesHin1 ¼ γ

γ�1 n1T1Vin1, with a similar relation for Hin2, where γ is the adiabatic index taken to be 5/3,

and T1,2 are the total temperatures at the inflow boundaries. Equation (8) becomes

dUth ¼ <Hx>
<nVx>

� γ
γ�1

n1T1Vin1þn2T2Vin2ð Þ
n1Vin1þn2Vin2ð Þ

Sin1þSin2ð Þ
n1Vin1þn2Vin2ð Þ

(10)

For the time when reconnection reaches a quasi-steady state and the reconnection electric field Er is spatially
uniform in the region of interest, we have Sin1 + Sin2 = Er(B1 + B2)/μ0, where B1,2 are |Bx| at the inflow bound-
aries. In situations when the contribution from ExBy can be neglected (e.g., with weak guide field), the inflow
speeds can be approximated to be Vin1, 2 = Er/B1, 2. Upon rearrangements of the terms, the rate of the thermal
energy gain equation becomes

dUth;I ¼
<Hx>
<nVx>

� γ
γ�1 Tin

miV2
A;asym

(11)

where Tin ¼ n1T1B2þn2T2B1
n1B2þn2B1

and VA;asym ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B1B2
μ0mi

B1þB2
n1B2þn2B1

q
.

Figure 9. Tests of analysis methods for calculating the thermal energy gain ratio for Bg = 0. (a) Electron thermal energy gain ratio. (b) Ion thermal energy gain ratio.
Black: exact calculation using equation (8); red: equation (11); blue: equation (12); orange: based on equation (12), changing the average temperature weighted
by nVx to that weighted by n; and green: equation (13). The blue curve in (a) and the red curve in (b) roughly agree with the black curves within a few di from the
X-line and are applied to observations. The discrepancies at large distances are due to the invalid time-stationary assumption.
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If we further neglect the off-diagonal terms and the anisotropy of the pressure tensor in the outflow region,
Hx ¼ γ

γ�1 nVxT , and the equation evolves to

dUth;II ¼ γ
γ� 1

<nVxT>
<nVx>

� Tin

miV2
A;asym

(12)

The first term is the weighted average of the temperature with the weighting factor to be nVx. If we replace
the weighted average with a simpler form,<nVxT> = < nVx> < T>, under the assumption that nVx is inde-
pendent of the z position, the formula becomes that provided in Shay et al. (2014)

dUth;III ¼ γ
γ� 1

< T > �Tin
miV2

A;asym

(13)

In order to check how well the above approximate formulas can represent the thermal energy gain, we test
these formulas for the simulation with Bg = 0. The results are shown in Figure 9 ((a) for electrons and (b) for
ions) plotted as a function of x*, where the ion edges are selected as the z boundaries of the analysis regions.
The black curve represents the original formula for the thermal energy gain ratio (equation (8)). For electrons,
it takes about 50% of the input electromagnetic energy in the EDR and reduces to quasi-steady 15–20%
around the end of the IDR and beyond. Within a few di, the formula dUth,II using the average temperature
weighted by nVx (equation (12), blue curve) agrees well with the exact calculation, while dUth,III using the sim-
ple average provides much lower values (equation (13), green curve). At larger distances from the X-line, both
approximated formulas underestimate the thermal energy gain ratio. It is confirmed that the discrepancy at
large distances is mainly due to the assumption of ∂/∂t = 0 and the usage of equation (9) to estimate the
aspect ratio. At the selected time, the front of the reconnection structure is at ~13 di from the X-line, and
the region within about 4 di reaches the quasi-steady state. In reality, if the reconnection develops for longer
time and the front of the reconnection structure is pushed further away from the X-line, equation (12) may be
valid for larger regions (confirmed by a test using data from later time tωci = 72 with the quasi-steady region
extending to ~8 di). For simulation studies, if a steady state for larger regions is desired, simulations will need
to have larger domains and run for longer time; boundary conditions other than conducting walls will be
required to avoid running out of magnetic fluxes at later time. It is interesting that equation (13), although
it provides lower values than the electron thermal energy gain ratio based on our definition, is relatively con-
stant within 2–8% with a decrease from the diffusion region to downstream regions (green curve in Figure 8a).
The value is similar to those shown in previous studies for magnetopause reconnection (4.3%; Phan et al., 2013),
symmetric reconnection simulation (8.25%; Shay et al., 2014), and MRX experiments for asymmetric
reconnection (12.25%; Yoo et al., 2017).

The test result is similar for the ion thermal energy gain ratio (Figure 9b). The exact calculation (black curve)
suggests that the ion thermal energy gain ratio increases from ~0 close to the X-line to ~30% near the end of
the IDR and further increases downstream. The approximate formula dUth,I (equation (11), red curve), which
still keeps the off-diagonal terms and the anisotropy of the pressure tensor in the outflow region, reasonably
agrees with the black curve within a few di; it underestimates the thermal energy gain ratio at larger dis-
tances, due to the assumption of ∂/∂t = 0 and the usage of equation (9) to estimate the aspect ratio. Other
approximations of using the average temperature (weighted by nVx [equation (12), blue], weighted by n
[orange], and without weighting [equation (13), green]) are not far from the result obtained by equation (11)
but overall have larger discrepancies. A previous study applied an approximated formula for the ion thermal
energy gain using the average temperature weighted by n (neglecting the Vx dependence on the z position)
to magnetopause far exhaust observations, and obtained a result of 33% (Phan et al., 2014). For comparison,
we tested the same approximated formula in our simulation, and the result is about 12% at large distances
(orange curve), smaller than that in the observations.

The flow energy gains of electrons and ions are obtained using equation (4) normalized by Uin. Close to the
end of the IDR and further downstream, the electron flow energy gain is negligible as expected (~1%), and
the ion flow energy gain is about constant (15%). At such distances from the X-line, the calculated total
energy gain by integrating Ji � E or Je � E is well balanced with the sum of the flow and thermal energy gain;
that is, the heat flux is negligible.
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In summary, using the temperature change from the inflow to outflow regions with the weighting factor of
nVx (equation (12)) provides a reasonable estimate of the thermal energy gain ratio in the diffusion region
(within a few di from the X-line) where the structure reaches a quasi-steady state in our Bg = 0 simulation test.
The formulas work less well with increasing Bg, since the assumption of symmetric exhausts breaks, and the
neglection of ExBy term for the inflow velocity introduces errors. We will next analyze an observation event
with Bg ~ 0.27 at a few di from the X-line. The PIC test for Bg = 0.2 suggests that the electron and ion thermal
energy gain ratios obtained from equations (11) and (12) differ from the real values by about 10%. Also note
that all quantities in the formulas above are in the X-line frame, and hence, in the observations, the X-line
motion needs to be estimated and all quantities need to be transformed to be in the X-line frame. We would
like to mention that the simulation has the same temperatures on the two upstream sides, while at the day-
side magnetopause, the magnetospheric side usually has a higher temperature. Further studies are required
to know whether the temperature asymmetry would invalidate or improve the approximate formulas, or if it
could cause a lower ion temperature increase in the simulation than in the observation study (Phan
et al., 2014).

4. Observation Result of Energy Partition for a Diffusion Region Event

In this section, we show the energy partition analysis for a diffusion region event during magnetopause
reconnection observed by MMS on 6 December 2015. The overview plot with measurements from MMS4
is shown in Figure 10. The spacecraft crossed the magnetopause from the magnetosheath to the

Figure 10. Energy partition for a diffusion region event observed by MMS. (a) Ion energy spectrogram, (b) electron energy
spectrogram, (c) density, (d) magnetic field, (e) ion velocity, (f) electron velocity, (g) z component of the perpendicular
velocity for ions (blue) and electrons (red), (h) ion temperature, and (i) electron temperature. Electron moments are cal-
culated for <2 keV populations. The first vertical line marks the magnetosheath side ion edge, where |Vix| starts to
increase (toward the right side). It is also the time when Vi ⊥ z starts to deviate from Ve ⊥ z. The second vertical line
represents the ion edge on the magnetospheric side, where Te// starts to increase (toward the left side) and is also at the
time when Vi ⊥ z starts to agree with Ve ⊥ z. The selected ion edges roughly represent the z boundaries of the ion diffusion
region. The analysis results suggest comparable energy partition between ions and electrons for this event.
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magnetospheric side as can be seen from the ion (Figure 10a) and electron (Figure 10b) spectrograms and
the density profile (Figure 10c). Two electron populations with distinct energies exist on the magnetospheric
side (Figure 10b, near the right end of the interval). The low-energy electrons in the magnetospheric inflow
region may consist of ionospheric electrons and/or magnetosheath electrons transported to the magneto-
spheric side (e.g., see discussions in Wang et al., 2017). The high-energy population consists of ring current
electrons. In the following analysis, we only consider the low-energy population, and the moments data
are calculated for electrons below 2 keV. Magnetic field and velocity vectors are plotted in the xyz coordinate
as in simulations (Figures 10d–10f). The current sheet normal is determined by the Minimum Directional
Derivative method (Denton et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2005) along the direction of the maximum magnetic field
gradient using four-spacecraft measurements during 23:38:29–23:38:32 UT. Selecting magnetic fields in the
upstream intervals 23:38:23–23:38:24 UT on the magnetosheath side and 23:38:47–23:38:48 UT on the mag-
netospheric side, the bisection of the two magnetic field vectors projected to the plane perpendicular to the
normal is used as the out-of-plane y direction. The x direction is then determined to complete the right-
handed orthogonal xyz coordinate. In the GSM coordinate, x = [0.1113, �0.5579, 0.8224], y = [0.5288,
0.7339, 0.4263], and z = [�0.8414, 0.3874, 0.3767]. With such a coordinate, the guide field level is |By/
Bx| = 0.27. The spacecraft crossed the reconnection region on the �x side of the X-line with negative Vix
and Vex jets. This event was suggested to be well inside the IDR based on the near-90-degree pitch angle dis-
tributions of magnetosheath ions close to their magnetospheric boundaries, due to the finite gyroradius
effect of their meanderingmotion. By comparing the electron anisotropy in the exhaust with 2-D simulations,
the observation location was suggested to be a few di from the X-line (Khotyaintsev et al., 2016). The x com-
ponent of the electron perpendicular velocity well agrees with the E × B drift velocity in the outflow jet
(shown in Figure 3 of Khotyaintsev et al., 2016), and electron distributions close to the Bx reversal exhibit a
field-aligned beam (not shown) instead of meandering signatures such as counterstreaming populations
along z (e.g., Figure 2 in Chen et al., 2016), suggesting that the observation location is outside the central EDR.

For estimating the energy partition quantities, we transform the velocities to the X-line frame. The normal
velocity of the magnetopause is estimated by the timing analysis of Bx as �42 km/s. The X-line velocity tan-
gential to the magnetopause is approximated to be the magnetosheath upstream Vix = �5 km/s and
Viy =�73 km/s. The small Vx supports the event to be close to a crossing without much variation of the x loca-
tion (an assumption in the analysis method discussed in section 3.4 in order to obtain equation (8)).

Next we select the z boundaries for the analysis, aiming to including most energized populations in the cur-
rent sheet within the z boundaries and have particles mostly frozen-in at the inflow boundaries (to fulfill the
assumption in section 3.4 that leads to equation (11)). The magnetosheath side separatrix is at about
23:38:29.2 UT, after which the bulk Vex becomes positive due to magnetosheath electrons flowing toward
the X-line, and the density decreases due to a loss of magnetosheath electrons that move away from the
X-line. The first vertical line around 23:38:27.4 UT is selected as the magnetosheath side ion edge (on the
inflow side of the separatrix). After the marked time, the amplitude of Vix starts to increase due to existence
of outflowing ions. On the magnetospheric side, the separatrix is inferred to be around 23:38:31.5 UT near the
end of the Vex jet. The magnetospheric side ion edge is selected to be at 23:38:37 UT (second vertical line),
where Te// starts to increase toward the left, suggesting heating of magnetospheric inflow electrons in the
IDR. The perpendicular velocities Vi ⊥ z and Ve ⊥ z have clear deviations between the two selected edges.
The two velocities well agree with each other before the magnetosheath side edge; they become mostly
matched after the magnetospheric side edge, although fluctuations remain due to lower hybrid type waves
(waves spectra shown in Khotyaintsev et al., 2016). Such agreement between Vi ⊥ z and Ve ⊥ z suggests that
ions and electrons are frozen-in and following the E × B drift outside the selected edges, and the edges also
roughly represent the z boundaries of the IDR. The energy partition analysis is performed for each of the four
spacecraft (average separation of 0.35 di based on the magnetosheath density of 20/cm3).

According to the simulation test of the analysis method, we use the average temperature increase weighted
by nVx (equation (12)) to estimate the electron thermal energy gain ratio. The average result over the four
spacecraft is 46.6%. The ion thermal energy gain ratio is estimated using equation (11), where off-diagonal
terms and anisotropy of the pressure tensor are maintained for calculating the enthalpy flux. The ion thermal
energy gain ratio between the ion edges averaged over spacecraft is 24.8%. Replacing Hx in equation (11) by
the bulk flow energy flux and neglecting the input bulk flow energy flux, we obtain the electron flow energy
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gain ratio (dUKe ¼ < Kex > = < nVex > miV2
A;asym

� �� �
) to be 1.8% and the ion flow energy gain ratio (dUKi ¼

< Kix > = < nVix > miV2
A;asym

� �� �
) to be 14.2%. Thus, the total electron energy gain ratio is 48.4%, which is

about 1.25 times the ion energy gain ratio of 39.0%. The result suggests that ions and electrons have compar-
able energy partition for this event for the observed location, consistent with the simulation result for all
guide field cases in the aspect that at a few di from the X-line (in the x direction) within the IDR, ions, and elec-
trons have comparable energy partition (see Figures 2c and 2d).

5. Conclusions and Discussions

In this study, we use PIC simulations to investigate the energy partition during asymmetric reconnection in
the diffusion region and discuss the energy conversion mechanisms by comparing the relative importance
between the reconnection and in-plane electric fields. The effect of the guide field and the dependence
on the distance from the X-line are emphasized. The energy partition is analyzed for a magnetopause recon-
nection event in the IDR using MMS observations. The main conclusions are as follows.

1. The partition of dissipated electromagnetic energies depends on the distance from the X-line of the inte-
gration region. Within the EDR, nearly all converted field energies go to electrons. From the EDR to the IDR
scales, the energy deposition rate (relative to the input electromagnetic field energy available for conver-
sion) to electrons decreases and that to ions increases. By the end of the IDR, the electron energy gain
ratio reaches a constant rate of about 20%; the ion energy gain ratio is about 30–50% and continues to
increase further downstream.

Such distance-dependent energy partition is consistent with the combined picture based on the previous
studies at the far exhaust (Phan et al., 2013, 2014) and in the diffusion region about 2 di surrounding the
X-line (Yamada et al., 2014; Yoo et al., 2017): the ion energy gain becomes more dominant with increasing
distances from the X-line.

2. The analysis of the example MMS event shows comparable ion and electron energy gain, consistent with
the presented simulation result in the transition from the EDR to the IDR.

3. With varying guide field (0 to 1 of the magnetosheath reconnecting component), the presented simula-
tions do not exhibit much difference in the reconnection rate profiles. By selecting the time with the same
reconnection rate, the guide field has little effect on the overall energy partition at the IDR scale and
further downstream, except for creating asymmetry between two sides of the exhaust. Within the EDR,
the guide field reduces the electron energy gain as well as the ratio between the electron and ion energy
gain.

4. The ion energization within the x-extent of the EDR is mainly by the reconnection electric field. At larger
scales, the relative importance between the reconnection and in-plane electric fields is time dependent:
comparable near the peak reconnection rate, and more dominant by the in-plane electric fields at later
time as the in-plane electric fields further develop. The major guide field effect is to make the relative
importance between the reconnection and in-plane electric fields asymmetric in two sides of the exhaust.

The importance of in-plane electric fields in energizing ions in the diffusion region is consistent with previous
studies. It is demonstrated by counterstreaming ion distributions for symmetric reconnection during magne-
totail reconnection observations (e.g., Wygant et al., 2005) and hybrid simulations (Aunai et al., 2011b), as well
as the 2-D profile in laboratory experiments (Yoo et al., 2014, 2017). The Ji � E in the laboratory experiment for
asymmetric reconnection with zero guide field about 2 di from the X-line in the outflow direction is mainly
enhanced on the magnetosheath side, which is close to the PIC simulation result (Figure 7a). Our PIC simula-
tion result further shows that at 5–8 di from the X-line in the outflow direction, the Ji � E enhancements occur
at both the magnetosheath and the magnetospheric sides.

5. The electron energization in the EDR is mainly by the reconnection electric field, which is reduced in a lar-
ger guide field due to the decrease of the current layer thickness. In-plane electric fields primarily do nega-
tive work on electrons, mainly at the end of the EDR and further downstream. Close to the X-line, in-plane
electric fields provide positive contributions to energizing electrons. The contributions are reduced with
sufficiently large guide fields due to the lack of accumulated energized electrons that increase the pres-
sure near the X-line and due to the reduced distance between the X-line and the stagnation location.
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Such reconnection-electric-field-dominant electron energy conversion differs from recent 2-D PIC simulation
studies of asymmetric reconnection with zero guide field, where in-plane electric fields are shown to be
dominant in energizing electrons in the EDR (Cassak et al., 2017; Swisdak et al., 2018). In their simulation
results, the J � E profile exhibits large-amplitude oscillations due to oscillating Vez near the magnetospheric
side separatrix (Swisdak et al., 2018). In addition, J � E is clearly peaked on the magnetospheric side between
the X-line and the stagnation point (Cassak et al., 2017), while it is relatively uniform along z for the J � E
enhanced region in the simulation presented here. Comparing the simulation setups, the major difference
is the upstream temperature conditions: a Te ratio between the magnetospheric and magnetosheath side
of 10.7 is applied in Swisdak et al. (2018) and Cassak et al. (2017) studies, while equal temperatures are used
in simulations of the present study. Future studies are needed to know whether and how the temperature
asymmetry affects the electron energization in the asymmetric reconnection EDR. As a reference, for the pre-
sented MMS event, the Te ratio using the magnetospheric inflow Te just upstream of the reconnection layer
(at 23:38:37 UT in Figure 10) is 1.3 based on the Te for electrons below 2 keV (these electrons take up 7/8 in
density percentage and hence may dominate the dynamics in the inflow region) and 6.7 using the Te for elec-
trons in the entire energy range (0–30 keV).

How the upstream conditions such as the temperature asymmetry may influence the energy partition
remains an open question. To make progress toward answering this question, we will need better assess-
ment on the following: what is the true upstream condition that controls the dayside reconnection? The far
upstream magnetosphere (tens of di away from the magnetopause) typically has a temperatures about an
order of magnitude higher than that in the magnetosheath. On the other hand, during 3-D reconnection,
turbulence develops in an ~di scale layer near the magnetospheric side separatrix and enables transport of
exhaust particles (colder than particles in the far magnetosphere upstream) to the magnetospheric side
inflow region (e.g., Graham et al., 2016; Le et al., 2017) such as in the MMS event shown in Figure 10
(Wang et al., 2017). In addition, a boundary layer has been shown to exist in the magnetospheric side
inflow region close to the magnetopause (e.g., in the event shown in Figure 10, after ~23:38:37 UT), con-
sisting of cold ionospheric electrons and/or magnetosheath electrons transported to the magnetosphere
during earlier reconnection, and these low-energy particles may serve as inflow populations for the
ongoing reconnection. Thus, the immediate upstream on the magnetospheric side, for example, on the
order of a few di, may have a much lower electron temperature than that further into the magnetosphere
and thus resulting in more symmetric upstream temperatures like in the presented event (Figure 10).
Therefore, further understanding of 3-D effects and the large-scale dayside magnetosphere structure is
needed to address the question of the true upstream condition and the effect of the upstream condition
on energy partition.
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